D 3.2.1: Toponymy: Ireland

12170. Mac Síthigh (Domhnall): Limistéar an Róid, Bheiginis agus Oileán na nÓg.
   In Kerry magazine 15 (2005), .
   Logainmneacha bunaíthe ar coisí baillithe ó Sheán (nach maireann) agus ó Mhuirís Mhaidhc Léan Ó Guithín, Dún Chaón.

2300. Ó Murc hadha (Diarmuid): A reconsideration of some place-names from The Annals of Connacht.

2309. Ó Murc hadha (Diarmuid): A reconsideration of some place-names from The Annals of Tigernach.
   In Ainm 7 (1996), pp. 1–27.

16149. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): An Coimisiún Logainmneacha agus sráidainmneacha.

18440. Mac Gabhann (Fiachra): An eilimin t seimhdile (sindile, seimhdile) i logainmneacha.

5992. O’Flanagan (Patrick): Colonization and County Cork’s changing cultural landscape: the evidence from placenames.
   In JCHAS 84 (1979), pp. 1–14.

8677. de hÓir (Éamonn): Frinseach Thír Eoghain.
   The name of the townland Tyrone in Co. Galway, which occurs in the song Frinseach Thír Eoghain, may well represent rather Tigh Reaghamhain, referred to in the old story Táin bó Regamain.

8697. Uí Fhlannagáin (Deirdre): Logainmneacha mar fhoinse staire.

4369. Arbuthnot (Sharon): Medieval etymology, knives, Scone and Skene.
   In SGS 23 (2007), pp. 1–19.
   On a possible etymological tradition in Agallamh na senórach connecting the personal name Dobh Scóinne, the place name Dún Scóine and the word scián with Scone in Perthshire.

Discusses the following Old and Middle Irish toponyms and ethnonyms: Alba, Ériu, Letha, Goitdel, Feni.

In SAM 22/2 (2009), pp. 1–7.
Considers the place names Rith Daire.

Examines the Irish place names in Ptolemy's Geography II:2.1-12, providing a reconstruction of their Proto-Irish forms and identifications.

In Ainm 13 (2016), pp. 1–18.

2332. Toner (Gregory): Settlement and settlement terms in medieval Ireland: rith and lios.
Studies the meaning, chronology and distribution of these two place-name elements.

7405. Muhr (Kay): The early place-names of County Armagh.
In SAM 19/1 (2002), pp. 1–54.
Part I (Secular): (A) Armagh plain: Macha, Emain Macha, Oenach Macha, Drumconwell, Creevroe and divisions; Loughnasheen, King's Stable, Rith Cimbadh, Tullyvaorgie, Ball's Track; (B) South Armagh: Slieve Gullion, Slab Mondharn, Slab Fuait, Ath na Fomire, Real Atha an Airgid, Dorsey, Loch Ech-tra, Nemed, Callan, Ardachadh, Cloenoch, Forkill, Midluachair, Fiodh Conaille, Fathom, Curran, Barch Ulad. Part II (Lives of St. Patrick): Ind Pherta, Ard Macha, Ard Sailech, Teuch na Lice, Tamlachta Bó, Connogha, Oenach Macha, Nemed.

Also as element in place names: Moneygold, Lissadulta, Balldoobally, etc.

Discussion of words for ‘river’ and ‘water’ in Indo-European languages. Some discussion of Ir. aub, Manand, Manannán, mac lir, Min (gen. Mena; name of river in Co. Antrim).
Repr. in Ausgewählte Beiträge zur typologischen Sprachgeographie, pp. 169–173.
1619. Meek (Donald E.): Táin bó Fraích and other ‘Fráech’ texts: a study in thematic relationships. Part I.
In CMCS 7 (Summer, 1984), pp. 1–37.

[1.] The Fráech texts [Táin bó Fraích, Tochmar Treblainne and the poems Laoidh Fraích (beg. Osnadh carn a Chlain Fraích), Carn Fraích, soitheach na saorclann]; [2.] Fráech and the monster place-names (e.g. Dublind Fraích, Lock Bóga, Carn Fraích, Chuan Fraích) suggest early Fráech texts associated with Connacht; compares and contrasts TBF, LF and CFSS].
App. A contains an Engl. transl. of LF, based on text in MS Edinburgh, NLS Adv. 72.1.37 (Dean of Lismore’s Book).

For part II, see CMCS 8 (Winter, 1984), pp. 65–85.

1596. Jackson (Kenneth): Varia: I. Bede’s Urbs Giudi: Stirling or Cramond?

Restates the argument that Urbs Giudi is to be identified as Stirling.

8679. Dillon (Myles): Bailte Árainn Mhóir, Co. na Gaillimhe.

2275. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): The place-names of Rathlin Island.

Collection of ca. 450 place names, with phonetic transcription.

8678. Mhac an Fhailigh (Éamonn): Tuilleadh fá Imp er.

A further suggestion as to the possible meaning of the name Emper in Co. Westmeath.

2243. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): ‘Maoi’ i logainmneachta: focal a chiaillaíonn sruth?


8680. Mac Cáithileigh (Micheál): Placenames of the parish of Kilcatherine.

In JCLAHS 28/1 (2013), pp. 5–21.

Reviews literary, topographic and linguistic evidence and argues that the site is more likely to have been at Dawson’s Bridge than the traditional site at Ardee Bridge.

In JKAHS (2nd ser.) 5 (2005), pp. 5–19.
Mount Brandon, Beenoskee, Mangerton, Purple Mountain, Carramtoohill, Coomacarrow.

16150. Seoighe (Mainchín): Sráidainmneacha i gContae Luimnigh.  

5058. Toner (Gregory): The definite article in Irish place-names.  

5613. Mulholland (John): The vanished medieval settlements of Templebrick.  
Discusses the place names Oileán Uí Bhric, Teampull Uí Bhric.

5618. Columcille (An tAthaír [Ó Conmhaigh]): Where was Sliabh gCuá?  


*In ULS* 14/2 (Winter, 1992), pp. 7–21.

7769. Dempsey (Gary): In search of the ‘Bully’s Acre’.  

16257. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Logainmneacha dar crioche “ach” i gCo. Thilobraid Árann.  

2265. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Tobairainmneacha Loch Garman.  

*In Kerry magazine* 2 (1990), p. 10.  
Records place names from the townland of Inse Fleannann na gCleirigh (Inchfearnagleagh), Co. Kerry.

19191. Schlegel (Donald M.): Where was Rath Breasail’s Sliab Beatha?  
*In Clogher record* 21/1 (2012), pp. 10–16.
Suggests an identification with Sliab Bethach attested in the *dinnshenchas* of Sliab Feáit I.

   Includes discussion of place name.

18793. Flanagan (Deirdre): Exemplary guide to the study of a placename.
   Glenavy td., Co. Antrim.

5026. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Lake-names on Mercator’s map of Ireland.

12172. Tempan (Paul): Scotia’s Glen through the ages.
   *In Kerry magazine* 17 (2007), pp. 11–12.
   Gleann Scoithín, Co. Kerry.

1581. Ó Concheanainn (Tomás): Mag Mucaíne.
   *In Êigse* 17/1 (Samhradh, 1977), p. 12.

604. Ó Maolalaigh (Róibéard): Place-names as a resource for the historical linguist.
   Discusses a number of linguistic features of Irish and Scottish place-names, incl.
   fossils of neuter gender, lenition, eclipsis, and *-in ~ -ie variation and -aich in
   Scottish place-names.

1396. Williams (Fionnuala): The Black Pig and linear earthworks.
   *In Émánia* 3 (Autumn, 1987), pp. 12–19.

1393. Mallory (J. P.): The literary topography of Emain Macha.
   Presents and discusses evidence from the Ulster tales that touches upon the
   landscape of Emain Macha (arranged by type of feature, with references), con-
   cluding that much of the description is imaginary and bears no relation to the
   actual site.

1274. Hollo (Kaarina): Cú Chulainn and Síd Truin.
   [1.] Introduction: reference to Síd Truin in poem in *Serglige Con Culainn*;
   [2.] Síd Truin and the Tuatha Dé Danann; [3.] Síd Truin as the place of Cú
   Chulainn’s birth: in first version of tale *Compert Con Culainn* contained in MS
   RIA D iv 2 (1223); [4.] Síd Truin as the place of Cú Chulainn’s burial: in poem
   *A Oisín Fuirigh ar Dhía*; [5.] The location of Síd Truin; [6.] Conclusions.

8698. Mac Carthaigh (Micheál): Placenames of the parish of Kilnamanagh.
Allihies, Ballaghboy, Ballydowegan, Ballymacallagh, Ballymacariga, Billeagh, Brackloon, Caltermeelboe, Camineshes, Canalmore.


18711. McKa y (Patrick): Belfast place-names and the Irish language.
Discusses the place-names of the city and districts comprised within the civil parishes of Shankill, Drumbeg, Knockbreda and Holywood.

6415. Tempan (Paul): Fionán in Kerry place-names.

7787. Mac Labhraí (Seán): Local place-names.

Discusses various processes of metonymy in Scottish place-names.

12174. Tempan (Paul): The element málainn in place-names.
In Kerry magazine 18 (2008), pp. 15–16.

In Éire-Ireland 20/1 (Spring, 1985), pp. 15–27.

11675. Breeze (Andrew): Gervase of Tilbury’s Irish bishops.
In N&Q 51/1 (Mar., 2004), pp. 16–17.

1880. Ó Coileáin (Seán): Mag Fuithirbe revisited.
ad D. A. Binchy, The date and provenance of Urnicecht beoc (BILL 7325). On Cáin Fuithirbe (CIH ii 6882.2-10).

In Nomina 1/1 (1977), pp. 16–21.


Suggests that Moynagh Lough is to be equated with Loch Dé Mundech.

1367. Ó Cróinín (Dáibhi), Fanning (Thomas) (app. auth.): Rath Melsigi, Willibrord, and the earliest Echternach manuscripts.


Argues that the earliest Echternach codices were strongly influenced by Irish scribal tradition. Rath Melsigi (identified as Clonmelsh, Co. Carlow), mentioned by Bede, is suggested as training ground for Willibrord’s mission to Frisia. Üuxletteroc, an Anglo-Saxon scholar, is identified with Ichfricht on the witness list of Ceán Adamnáín. Posits a reference to Druim Léas (Dramlee, Co. Léitrim) in the Calendar of Willibrord. Inc. app. ‘Some field monuments in the townlands of Clonmelsh and Garryhundon, Co. Carlow’, pp. 43-49 by Thomas Fanning. Cf. K. Murphy, in Peritia 8 (1994), p. 169.

Repr. in D. Ó Cróinín, Early Irish history and chronology, pp. 145-172.
Murphy (K.) (ref.)

2266. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Baill choirp mar logainmneacha.

4. ladhar; 5. lorga; 6. màs; 7. tóin.

18791. Flanagan (Deirdre): Place-names as historical source material.

In ULS 1/1 (Oct., 1975), pp. 18–23; 1/2 (May, 1976), pp. 8-16.

16382. Mac Gabhann (Fiachra): An eilimint t(e)áis i mionainmneacha cósta i gConnacht.


4036. Ó hUiginn (Ruairí): Crúachu, Connacht, and the Ulster Cycle.


8628. Lockwood (W. B.): On the early history and origin of the names Orkney and Shetland.


18379. Hicks (Ronald): The rout of Ailill and Medb: myth on the landscape.


Analyses the itinerary of retreat described in Seolta muce Meic Du Thó §§19-20 (as ed. by R. Thurneysen 1935): Mag Aile, Róiriu, Áth Midbíne, Maistiu, Druim Criaig, Ráith Imgain, Fid nGailke, Áth mac Lúgnai, Druim Dé Maige, Áth Chind Chon.
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7158. Ó Canann (Tomás): Trí saothruatha Mhuinntire Channannáin: a forgotten medieval placename. 

12438. Tempan (Paul): *Sliabh* in Irish place-names. 


8681. An tSuirbhéireacht Ordanáis: As cartlann na logainmneacha. 

12161. Ó Ríordáin (Micheál): Placenames in Tralee. 


2290. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): A reconsideration of some place-names from the *Annals of Inisfallen*. 

1390. Mallory (J. P.): Two early modern descriptions of Navan. 

7390. Bhreathnach (Edel): *Caput, civitas, oppidum, borg*: Tara, a renowned fortress. 

6632. Ó Muraché (Nollaig): Some thoughts on matters onomastic. 

   Additional place names from Inse Fhearann na gCléireach, Co. Kerry.

Provides a provisional list of references to Emain Macha and closely associated events and places in the major Irish annals.

4308. Bannerman (John): The residence of the king’s poet.
   Discusses historical and place-name evidence for the lands held by the poet to the king of Scots in the 12th and 13th centuries.

8699. Nicholls (K. W.): The name of Mullinahone.

2451. Toner (Gregory): Baile: settlement and landholding in medieval Ireland.
   In Éigse 34 (2004), pp. 25–43.
   On the various uses of baile, as inferred from historical and archaeological evidence.

7767. Boyle (Paddy): A townland called Nevitt.
   In AI 19/2 (Summer, 2005), pp. 26–30.

6464. Ó Muráile (Nollaig): Historical evidence for the name Clonfacle (Cluain Fiacla).

17277. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): Name studies in Ireland.

2249. Ó Máille (T. S.): Place-name elements in -ar.

8322. Ó Canann (Tomás G.): Surveying County Donegal.
   In Ainm 10 (2009), pp. 27–100.

1881. Ó Cathasaigh (Tomás): The eponym of Cnogba.
   Repr. in Coire sois, pp. 155–164.

12158. Ó Dubhda (Seán): Logainmneacha Paróiste an Chlocháin.
   Records place names from the west of An Leith-Tríoch, Co. Kerry.

6084. Ó Ceartaill (Pádraig): The place-name Doomsheane.
   In JCHAS 113 (2008), pp. 28–30.
   Ir. Dún Síadna.

   In Ainm 7 (1996), pp. 28–43.
5017. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Children’s burial grounds in Ireland, with particular reference to Co. Galway.

18375. FitzPatrick (Elizabeth), Hennessy (Ronan): Finn’s Seat: topographies of power and royal marchlands of Gaelic polities in medieval Ireland.
    Investigates hilltop cairns and mounds named Suidhe Finn which were used as boundary landmarks. Includes a case study of the landscape of the hill of Aimhairn and its summit mound of Suidhe Finn in North Leinster.

    Discusses the episode of Patrick and Dáire and suggests that Armagh was chosen as primatial see because of its importance as druidic centre. vs. R. Sharpe, St. Patrick and the See of Armagh, in CMCS 4 (Winter, 1982), pp. 33–59.

7958. Hough (Carole): The role of onomastics in historical linguistics.
    In JSNS 3 (2009), pp. 29–46.

3934. Clarke (Howard B.): The topographical development of Early Medieval Dublin.
    In JRSAI 107 (1977), pp. 29–51.

6594. Mac Aodha (Breandán): Ainilísíu cainmochtúil ar bhunellineintí ainmneacha na mbailte fearainn i gContae Lú.
    In JCLAHS 20/1 (1981), pp. 31–35.

18164. Ó Canann (Tómás G.): Aspects of the history of Clann tSuibhne.
    In Donegal annual 70 (2018), pp. 31–41.
    1. Mac Suibhne references in the register of Paisley Abbey; 2. Some Donegal placenames associated with Clann tSuibhne; 3. A stray Mac Suibhne na dTuath pedigree.

5005. Flanagan (Déirdre): Some less frequently attested Irish place-name elements of archaeological interest.
    In Nomina 7 (1983), pp. 31–33.
    longphort, daingean.

16151. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Sráidainmneacha i mbailte an Dún.

5046. Ó Máinín (Micheál B.): The mountain names of County Down.

6465. Ó Muraille (Nollaig): Ainmneacha na mbailte fearainn i seamlaróiste Chluain Fiacha.
2301. Toner (Gregory): An eilimint *meáin i logainmneacha Reachlánne.

4033. Toner (Gregory): Emain Macha in the literature.
   In Emaina 4 (Spring, 1988), pp. 32–35.
   Argues that the etymology of Emain in Noínden Ulad is first found in the second recension only; originally may have been Emain (Abhaltach) as Otherworld designation; identification with Ptolemy’s Isamnion queried.

8700. An tSuirbhéireacht Ordánaís: As cartlann na logainmneacha.

17974. ar Bihan (Hervé): Kudennou anvadur morioù Breizh.
   In Hor yezh 233 (2003), pp. 33–46.
   Discussion also concerns Irish versions of this toponymy: Muir Bhreatan, Muir Éireann, Muir nIocht, etc.

   Ard Relic; Less in Memra.

2291. Ó Ceartailll (Pádraig): Sheep, ship.

15843. French (Noël E.): Derivation of townland names in Trim civil parish.
   In RíM 21 (2010), pp. 34–64.

1937. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Mag Cetne and Mag Ene.
   In Éige 27 (1993), pp. 35–46.
   On the precise identification of two separate plains in the area consisting of N Co. Sligo, N Co. Leitrim and S Co. Donegal.

2268. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): The river-names of Connaught and Munster on Mercator’s map of Ireland.

18162. Ó Canann (Tomás G.): Carraig an Dúnain: probable Ua Canannáin inauguration site.
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In JRSAI 133 (2003), pp. 36-67.

8701. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): *Tuile* and *aithbhe* in weir-names.

6446. Ó Ceallaigh (Liam): Aímnmeacha na mbailte fearainn i seanpháiste Chluain Fischla.
   Townland names of the Old Parish of Cionfacle, Co. Tyrone.

2292. Mac Aodha (Breadán S.): Aíthint na n-áitáinmmeacha ar léarscáil Phetty: mionstáidéar ar iarthar na Gaillimhe.

3879. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): An tSuirbhéireacht Ordánáis agus logainmneacha na hÉireann 1824-34.

   Argues in favour of a Scandinavian model for the X of Y (Nicolaisen’s *Burn of*) type of names.

17286. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The scope of landscape: some contrasts and realignments within the toponomastic vocabulary of Early Irish.


2302. Ó Canann (Tomás): A pair of toponyms derived from Clann Mhic Giolla Dhié.
   Ballykiden (Co. Clare), Ballykilladea (Co. Galway).

12168. Ó Dubhda (Seán): Logainmneacha atá le fágáil i bParóiste an tSráidbhálle i greamtar an Leithtrígh atá i mBarúintacht Corca Dhuibhne, Co. Chiarraí.

12177. Tempan (Paul): Tarbert, Co. Kerry, and the element *taibheart* in place-names.
7642. Ó Crualaoich (Conchubhar): Shemoge’s and St. Awarie’s: one case of mistaken identity and one case of sharp intuition?
   On the origin of Diomóg/Móddiomic of Cuain Cuinn Aun and on the Co, Wexford place names St. Imoge or Shemoge, St. Awarie and Lady’s Island.

13997. de Vál (Séamas): Logainmneacha Chontae Loch Garman.
   In Wexford history and society (1987), pp. 40–64.

   Includes Notes on places.

12180. Tempan (Paul): Sugar loaf as a term in hill names.
   In Kerry magazine 20 (2010), pp. 40–42.

16131. Ó Cíobháin (Breandán): Tionc har na Cló hlannach ar ár logainmneacha.

   Records place names from the townland of Na Tuairiní, Co. Kerry.

2333. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): A reconsideration of some place-names from Fragmentary Annals of Ireland.
   ad J. Radner, Fragmentary annals of Ireland, 1978.

   In THSC-NS 9 (2003), pp. 41–56.

2245. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Loch Chontae an Chabháin.
   A list of the 372 lakes of Co. Cavan.

7210. Doherty (Rosemarie): Place names of Dunaff.
   In Donegal annual 51 (1999), pp. 41–45.
   Dunaff, a townland in Urris, parish of Clonmany, Inishowen, Co. Donegal.

4999. Flanagan (Deirdre): Place-names in early Irish documentation: structure and composition.

16152. Ó Coigligh (Séamus): Sráidainmneacha Chathair Chorcaigh.
   In Sráidainmneacha na hÉireann (1998), pp. 41–75.

12164. Finn (Tom): Dún an Ór, Fortress of the Gold: how did it get its name?
In Kerry magazine 7 (1996), pp. 42–43.


12166. Ó Dubhda (Seán): Logainmneacha atá le fáil i bParóiste an Bhaile Dhúibh sa Leit-Triúch, atá taobh taobh thuaidh den raon sléite trí lár na leithinse atá i dTriúcha Céad Chorca Dhúibhne.
   In Kerry magazine 8 (1997), p. 43.

   Proposes an etymological link with OIr. ged.


2311. Ó Canann (Tomás): Historical note on the medieval territory of Gleann Néimthinne.

4992. Adams (G. Brendan): Prolegomena to the study of Irish place-names.

14030. Ó Riain (Pádraig): ‘To be named is to exist’: the instructive case of Acharad Bolg (Aghabullogue).


5000. Adams (G. B.): Place-names from pre-Celtic languages in Ireland and Britain.


7151. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): Logainmneacha na Rosann.

7070. Isaac (G. R.): A note on the name of Ireland in Irish and Welsh.
   In Éiriu 59 (2009), pp. 49–55.
   OIr. Éiriú.
18407. Simpson (Linzi): Pre-Viking and early Viking-age Dublin: some research questions.
   Also comments on the place-names Dubhlinn and Áth Cliath.

   In IGeo 41/1 (2008), pp. 49-69.

   Belfast, Cave Hill, Glenormley, Dunmurry, Knockbreda.

6050. MacCotter (Paul): The cantreels of Desmond.
   In JCHAS 105 (2000), pp. 49-68.

7249. Ó Cíobháin (Breandán): Deoise Ard Mhacha sa dara cead dèag.
   In SAM 9/1 (1978), pp. 51-69.

5053. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Execution and Irish place-names.

2334. Ó Mainnín (Micheál B.): Marrassit: a corrupted townland name in County Armagh.
   In Ainm 8 (1998), pp. 52-55.
   Possibly Ir. Ma(i)gh Rámhada.

10629. Ó Corráin (Donnchadh): Old Norse place names I: Fodri, Footey, Fola.
   Fota Island, Co. Cork.

2293. Toner (Gregory): Money in the place-names of East Ulster.
   Possibly Ir. méin and muine.

6086. Ó Con Cheanainn (Tomás): Dhá shliabh i gcrócha iníoll Chonnach agus na Mumhan atá luaite in Agallamh na Seannóraigh.
   In JCHAS 113 (2008), pp. 53-55.
   Sliabh Cairn, Sliabh Eachtghla.

   Forth, Co. Wexford.

2251. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Fianaise clartagrafach i dtaoibh aimnneacha Bhaile an Dúin, 1573–1864.
7626. de hÓir (Éamonn): Nóta faoin ainm Bun Clóidí.


2335. Ó Canann (Tomás): A postscript on medieval Gleann Néimhthinne.

2304. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Some aspects of the toponymy of the Ballintempo district, Co. Fermanagh.

1246. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Carman, site of Óenach Carmain: a proposed location.
   *In Éigse 33 (2002)*, pp. 57–70.

8317. Downham (Clare): Tomrar’s death at *Port Manann*: a possible *longphort* site in Ireland.

1959. Ó Muircheartaigh (Séamas): Cill Mhaura agus Sceathan.
   *In Éigse 27 (1993)*, p. 58.

7328. Ó Máille (T. S.): Kilmalkedar.


2294. Jones (Bedwyr Lewis): Why Bangor?

2270. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Some aspects of the toponymy of the Glenshane district, Co. Derry.

2336. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Ainm Gaeilge ar an Great Saltee?
Bibliography of Irish Linguistics and Literature

4155. Schrijver (Peter): Early Irish Aidenn: an etymology.  

8702. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Grianán i logainmneacha.  

7623. de hÓir (Éamonn): Nóta faoin ainm Stua Laighean.  
In The past 9 (1972), pp. 60-64.  
On the name Mount Leinster.

5501. McGreevy (Conor): Some early Irish battles sites identified.  
In RÍM 6/3 (1977), pp. 60-61.  
Druim Dearg, Durna Achir, Granairet, Druim Lochmuide, Guib na Maigher Fremhu, Slanemore.

6918. Campaule (Enrico): Fonti irlandesi per la storia del tardo impero romano. I.  

11096. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Logainmneacha agus an lárcharúint.  
In Úsáid agus forbairt na lárcharúná (1990), pp. 61-66.

8688. de hÓir (Éamonn): Logainm Breatnaise i gCo. Chill Dara.  
Documentation from the late Dr. Liam Price's collection of an obsolete Kildare placename which seems to incorporate Welsh pen 'head' and coed 'wood'.

6010. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Ainmneacha bhailte Phort Láirge ar na lárcharúná, 1573-1864.  

7629. de hÓir (Éamonn): Nóta faoin ainm Ballon, Co. Cheatharlach.  

Proposes it is the Dundrum inlet, in Co. Down; also discusses the connected early place-names Loch Rudraige, Fertas Rudraige and Tonn Rudraige.

5378. Ó Mórdha (Pilip): Notes on some Clones place names.  
In Clogher record 13/2 (1989), pp. 64-69.

2337. Murray (Kevin): Fr Edmund Hogan's Onomasticon Goedelicum, ninety years on: reviewers and users.  
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Original address:  
7960. Taylor (Simon): Place-names of Lesmahagow.
   In JSNS 3 (2009), pp. 65–106.

8318. Toner (Gregory): The original Irish name of Carrickarade/Carrick-a-Rede, Co. Antrim.
   Argues that Carraig Dhroic hid is the original Irish form of the place name.

16110. Finnegan (Aengus): The topography of Bruidhean Da Choga or Bryanmore Hill, Co. Westmeath.
   Focuses on place names mentioned in Bruiden Da Choca and their connection with modern townland names in the vicinity of Bruidhean Da Choga: Kiltober, Carrickaneha, Cloghbreen, Bryanbeg Lower, Bryanbeg Upper, Bryanmore Lower, Bryanmore Upper, Lough Slania, Creevenamanagh.

8691. Flanagan (Deirdre): Three settlement names in County Down: the Turtars of Inishargy; Dunsfort; Toollumgrange.

2295. Hannan (Robbie): Cuig logainm i bpáráiste Bheanchair, Contae an Dúin.
   Five lost place names from Thomas Raven’s County Down maps (1625).

10513. Lacey (Brian): Cúig logainm bhparóiste Bheanchair, Contae an Dúin.
   On Cédimethecht Choilm Chille, a place name in Co. Donegal.

16502. Ó Ríain (Pádraig): Crough Patrick’s early associations, Patrickian and non-Patrickian.
   In Mayo history and society (2014), pp. 67–76.

2313. Mac Aoibha (Breandán S.): Some aspects of the toponymy of the Upper Glenarm district, Co. Antrim.

5627. Ó Muirigh (Caoimhín): Tooraneena, Co. Phort Láirge: leamh eile ar an ainm.
   Suggests it may derive from Tuar an Aonigh.

6087. Ó Dálaigh (Pádraig): Bailte fearainn pharóiste sibhialta Inse Geimhleach, Contae Chorcaí.
   In JCHAS 113 (2008), pp. 69–79.
   The townland names of the parish of Inchigeelagh, Co. Cork.
5475. Ua Brádaigh (Tomás): Baile Uí Cheannaigh, Baile na gCeallach, Baile na gCailleach: cé acu?
   In RíM 5/2 (1972), pp. 70–73.
   Investigates the Irish name of Collinstown, in Co. Westmeath.

   In Éigse 34 (2004), pp. 71–89.
   Refutes Keating’s identification of Dún Cerma with Downmacpatrick, on the Old Head of Kinsale, Co. Cork, arguing that the actual location may have been Dunmore in SE Co. Waterford.


2431. Flanagan (Marie Therese): Historia Graffud wb Kenan and the origins of Balrothery, Co. Dublin.
   In CMCS 28 (Winter, 1994), pp. 72–94.
   Rejects the Ordnance Survey Irish version of the place name (viz Baile an Ridhe) and argues that the second element is to be identified with a Welsh place name Richerid or similar.

2508. Toner (Gregory): Identifying Ptolemy’s Irish places and tribes.
   In Towards a linguistic atlas of the earliest Celtic place-names (2000), pp. 73–82.

6014. Ó Murc hadha (Diarmuid): The castle of Dún Mic Oghmainn and the overlordship of Carbery.
   In JCHAS 93 (1988), pp. 73–82.

   In Ainm 3 (1988), pp. 73–76.

6417. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Kerry place-names in two twelfth-century poems.
   In JKAHS (2nd ser.) 8 (2008), pp. 74–86.
   (1) Domhnach lidmair tar bussair; (2) Óenach indu boid in ri.

5993. Hurley (V.): The distribution, origins and development of ‘temple’ as a church name in the South-West of Ireland.
   In JCHAS 84 (1979), pp. 74–87.
   Argues that the use of Ir. teampall in place names postdates the Norman invasion.

   In DHR 25/2 (Mar., 1972), pp. 75–76.
   Formerly known as ‘Inveralis’ (Ir. Inbhear Iscaigh).
2338. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Ar lorg na Breatnaise in Éirinn.

2252. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Baill choirp mar logainmneacha.
   In Ainm 2 (1987), pp. 76–82.
   1. ceann; 2. cloigeann; 3. étan.

   In Sráidainmneacha na hÉireann (1998), pp. 76–111.


6046. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Place-names of the parish of Templebreedy, Co. Cork.
   In JCHAS 104 (1999), pp. 77–96.

5032. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): The priest and the Mass in Irish place-names.
   In Nomina 14 (1990), pp. 77–82.
   sa gart, Alfrinn as place-name elements.

5539. Ó Canann (Tomás G.): Áth Úi Chanannáin and the toponymy of medieval Mide.

2273. Hannan (Robbie): Ballymisert: baile fearainn i bparóiste Ard Mhíc Nasca.
   Ir. Baile Machaire.


   In Nomina 8 (1984), pp. 79–82.
   Examines the ‘Bogland’ maps from 1810–1814, with especial reference to Co. Galway.

3989. Úi Fhlannagáin (Deirdre), Hughes (A. J.) (trans.): Deirdre Flanagan’s ‘Belfast and the place-names therein’, in translation.
   In UF 38 (1992), pp. 79–97.
   Trans. of D. Flanagan, Béal Féirste agus áitainmneacha laistigh, in (pp. 45–64) Topothesia: essays in honour of T. S. Ó Máille, ed. by B. S. Mac Aodha (Galway 1982).

6027. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Béalabhláth nó Béal Átha na Bláithche?
In JCHAS 97 (1992), pp. 80–84.


2468. Ó Murchadhá (Diarmuid): A review of some placename material from *Foras Fhine ar Éirinn*.

In Éigse 35 (2005), pp. 81–98.

Divided into: (a) Misreadings and mistaken forms; (b) Some minor errors; (c) Misplaced locations.

15445. Ó Murchadhá (Diarmuid): Kinnalloon: its original Irish name.


< Cinéal Talamhnaigh.

5487. Cox (Liam): Leic Mhichíl and Cnoc Buadha identified.


7159. Roarty (Leonard): My own place: Maigh Itha or the Lagan Valley.

In Donegal annual 38 (1986), pp. 81–86.


Suggests replaced earlier *Baile an Sratha Bhúi*.

16115. Mac Gabhann (Fiachra): An eilímnint *naích* i mionaimneacha cósta i gConnacht.


2507. de Bernardo Stempel (Patrizia): Ptolemy’s Celtic Italy and Ireland: a linguistic analysis.


pp. 100–105: assessment of the Celtic element in Ptolemy’s onomastic material concerning Ireland.

2246. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Some aspects of the toponymy of the Crannagh district, Glenelly, Co. Tyrone.


13249. Fraser (Ian A.): ‘The disembowelled horse’: a place-name tale from Gaelic oral tradition.


Refers to Allt Lencachain in Ross-shire.

2298. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Áitainmeacha an Dún Mhóir ar léarscáil Phetty.

   In JCHAS 110 (2005), pp. 85–95.
   Discusses a topographical tract providing information on the area of Co. Cork formerly known as Caóille.


6413. MacCotter (Paul): An Daingean and Dingle: what’s in a name?

1964. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Cill Chaíse nó Cill Chais? Logainm i gContae Thíobraid Árainn.

16111. Ó Coigligh (Ciarán): Logainmneacha Inis Meáin: an deilbhíocht.

2315. Mac Gabhann (Fiachra): Drumcree, Contae Ard Mhacha.

   ad J. O’Kane in ZCP 31.119 (BILL 1528).


8704. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Ainmneacha na ngarraithe: a nádúr agus a dhíabhacht.

2339. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Some aspects of the toponymy of the Aughadduff-Slieve Gullion area in South Armagh.

2316. Toner (Gregory): A reassessment of the element cuillemna.
12338. Ó Liatháin (Pádraig): Roinn tagairtí do Thalamh an Éisc i litríocht na Gaeilge ón ochtú agus ón naoú céad déag.
   In Éigse 38 (2013), pp. 94–103.
   Discusses references to Newfoundland in Irish language sources.

15152. FitzPatrick (Elizabeth): Formaoil na Fiann: hunting preserves and assembly places in Gaelic Ireland.
   In PHCC 32 (2013), pp. 95–118.
   Offers a detailed study of formaoil place-names in Ireland.

2254. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): An púca i logainmneacha.

16719. Oates (Gerry): Cathair Sheoirseach nó dúntfort na nGael.
   In Dúiche Néill 17 (2008), pp. 97–103.
   Examines townland names in the vicinity of the Armagh area, highlighting the importance of the native Irish background of the area.

5036. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Murdock Mackenzie's charts as a source for Irish place-names.

8705. de hÓir (Éamonn): Nótaí faoi roinn tagairtí in Oirthear Chontae Chill Dara.
   Ardino; Ballymore Eastace; Bluebell; Boleybeg; Brannockstown; Broadleas Commons; Creedockstown; Eadestown; Halverstown; Killcullen; Killashee; Knockadlin; Naas; Newabbey; Rathmore; Silleryhill.

6076. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Cath Maighe Léana and some West Munster placenames.
   In JCHAS 110 (2005), pp. 97–112.
   Discusses 26 place names in the Killarney-Kenmare area. Appendix: [Additional place-name material in Micheál Ó Longáin's recension.]

5996. Mac Cáthaigh (Micheál): Placenames of the parish of Killascan.
   Barony of Bear, Co. Cork.

15930. Ó Muráile (Nollaig): The place-names of Clare Island.
   1. Historical attestations of the name Cliona/Clare Island; 2. The first list of Clare Island toponyms: from William Bald's Map of the maritime County Mayo (surveyed 1809-16); 3. Clare Island microtoponyms recorded by the Ordnance Survey c. 1838; 4. MacNeill's survey of Clare Island toponymy, 1910, revised and updated with material from the resurvey of 1996; 5. Place-names not
8694. Ó Murcadhá (Diarmait): Carn Uí Néid.
   A consideration of the evidence for the name-form Carn Uí Néid (Mizen Head, Co. Cork). The original name is held to be Carn, the addition being a literary one of about 1100, the earlier form continuing in local usage until the present day. The townland was known in the 16th–17th century as Carn Uí Ghlaímhín, from the proprietor. In the later period the headland itself was known as Coann Charn or Coann an Chaimh.

8323. Ó Murcadhá (Diarmait): Ollarbha: ainm abhann i gContae Aontroma.
   Is identified as the Six Mile Water river.

16504. Mac Gabhann (Fiachra): The place-names of Mayo.

   Includes an assessment of place name evidence.

2340. Ó Mainnín (Michéal B.): Response to a review of Place-Names of Northern Ireland: The Mournes.

   In Ainm 7 (1996), pp. 102–104.

1512. Ó Bróin (Tomás): Cnebruaid: the spurious tradition.
   In Éigse 15/2 (Geimhreadh, 1973), pp. 103–113.
   Cnebruaid does not describe a building but more likely to describe a sacred grove. Cumid na Cnebruaide represents the only legitimate employment of the term cnebruaid. Suggests that Emain Macha may mean ‘grove of Macha’, and that emain may derive from nemain, possibly related to Irish nemed and Gaul nemeton.

2318. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): Dunlewy and Dún Lúiche.

2341. Ó Muraíle (Nollaig): The place-names of Rathlin Island: index.
18938. Fellows-Jensen (Gillian): Nordic names and loanwords in Ireland.

2277. Ó Canann (Tomás): Notes on some Donegal place-names.
   I. Ballycanon; II. Meenycanon; III. Cannon's Lough; IV. Glennagannon; V. Drumcanon.

13862. Byrne (Paul): The Northern boundary of Múscraige Tíre.
   In Éiriú 64 (2014), pp. 107–121.

2307. McKay (Pat): The tuath-names of the baronies of Toome, Co. Antrim.
   Munterividy, Foevaigh, Muntercallie, Clanaghert.

2319. Mac Gabhann (Fiachra): Logainmneacha i greantar Bhaile Claíréáin a thit as feidhm.
   Drumargy, Drumnacross, Gortrumine, Holm, Portbrittas, Stronshees.

6629. Ó Broin (Tomás): Inis Thiar: naming and misnaming.
   In JGAHS 51 (1999), pp. 109–119.
   On the original name of Inis Oírr, Co. Galway.

   In JKAHS 23 (1990), pp. 109–156.
   Includes a discussion of place-name formation.

   In StH 20 (1980), pp. 111–130.

8538. Ó Maímnín (Micheál B.): Locating Mag itir dā Glais: a church site in Machae.
   In Celtica 26 (2010), pp. 111–121.
   Reassesses the evidence for the identification of this place name with the ecclesiastical site at Magheraglass.

6047. Ó hÚrdail (Roibeárd): The placename Béal na Blá.

6065. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Glaistínn and Inis na hEidnigi.
   In JCHAS 109 (2004), pp. 111–118.
   Discusses and identifies two Co. Cork place-names occurring in Codachs Gaedhel re Gallaibh (LL 39538-41).
8920. Ó Mainnín (Mícheál B.): ‘Saigín Machai fothúaidh’: on the application and extent of ‘the Macha’ in north-west Armagh.

In Éiru 60 (2010), pp. 111–130.

2997. Øftedal (Magne): “Ardrol”. 

In F. Sommerfelt (1972), pp. 111–125.

Criticises and corrects W. J. Watson and G. Henderson’s methodology for reconstructing underlying Old Norse place-names in (especially Outer Hebrides) Scottish Gaelic.

16154. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Dornán sráidainmneacha i gCathair na Gaillimhe.

In Sráidainmneacha na hÉireann (1998), pp. 112–125.

5540. Ó Muireadhha (Diarmuid): Odhba and Na ván.


Argues that Na ván and An Uaimh are derivations of the earlier historic name Odhba.

18291. FitzPatrick (Elizabeth): Finn’s wilderness and boundary landforms in medieval Ireland.

In Landscape and myth in North-Western Europe (2019), pp. 113–146.

Studies the term formaoil used in place-names in Ireland and Scotland (variously anglicized as Fermoyle, Formoyle, Formi, Formal, etc.), and argues it was applied to particular bare-topped hills and mountains connected to the idea of wilderness, boundaries and conflict, and in fianaigeacht also conceived as hunting reserve and place of contact with the Otherworld for Finn and his fían.

2320. Toner (Gregory): The backward nook: cúil and cul in Irish place-names.


220. Hughes (A. J.): The virgin St. Duinsecch and her three Ulster churches near Strangford Lough, County Down.


Evidence for St Duinsecch in east County Down in the place-names Killincey, Killincey in the Woods, and Dunsy Island in Strangford Lough.


In Ainm 2 (1987), pp. 114–120.

18161. Ó Canann (Tomás G.): Notes on medieval Donegal: III.

In Donegal annual 68 (2016), pp. 114–120.

7255. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Rian an Bhéarla ar áitainmneacha Chontae Ard mhacha.

   Sencell Dumaíg; Sendomnaich; Ardsall; Dráine.

6451. McAnallen (Brendan): Field names in Aghaloo and English.

5020. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): The element Ath/Ford in Irish place-names.
   Discusses in particular the collocation beal an átha.


7222. Ó Searnacháin (Diarmuid): Caol Ulse and Domnach Mór: two medieval mysteries by the Erne.


   ad C. Plummer, BNÉ ii, p. 23 (identified with Aughagraney, bar. Mohill, Co. Léitrim).


1953. Ó Murchú (Stéanáidh): An tainm áite Inis Óirr.
   In Éigse 26 (1992), pp. 119–123.
   Inis Óirr < Inis Oirthir, with detailed linguistic discussion.
   Incl. 3 apps: A. On the Co. Clare version of the name; B. On the doubtful identification of Magh Sair (in Lebor na Cert) with Inis Óirr; C. The oldest English names.

8031. Ó Con Cheannainn (Tomás): Sloinne agus áitainm i gConamara.
   On (Mac) Conaola (< Con Ghaoila) and Baile Conaola (Ballycomeely, Co. Galway).
2256. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): The identification of Ulster river-names on Mercator’s map.

9985. Hodkinson (Brian): The place names Maidstown and Ballinvreena, Co. Limerick.

5109. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): An t-athrá in áitainmneacha na hÉireann.

8539. Ó Muraíle (Nollaig): An unwonted topographical error by John O’Donovan.
   On the correct location of Magh Brón (Magh mBrón, Magh mBrón) and its derivatives.

5021. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Mercator’s map of Ireland as a source for mountain names.

7191. Speirs (Arthur): Some interesting Gaelic placenames from Balleighan and Ballylawn, two estates of the Ulster Plantation of the Laggan (‘Portlough Precinct’).
   Ballyveigh, Balyaghlan, etc.

8708. Mac Carthaigh (Micheál): Placenames of the parish of Killaconeagh.

16302. Ó Coigligh (Ciarán): Eliminti na logainmneacha in Inis Meáin, Oileáin Árann.

2278. Ó Máille (T. S.): Irish place-names in -as, -es, -is, -os, -us.

5435. Ó Dufaigh (Seosamh): Notes on parish names and boundaries [of the Diocese of Clogher].
   1. Derrebrusk, Fintona and Dromore; 2. The parish areas of Errigal Traugh: Ballyoosin, Clara, Carrickroe.

16155. de Vál (Stéanis S.): Sráidainmneacha Bhaile Loch Garman.
   In Sráidainmneacha na hÉireann (1998), pp. 126–156.
6596. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Mionainmneacha Chontae Lú.
In JCLAHS 20/2 (1982), pp. 127–143.


4985. de hÓir (Éamonn): Srachbhéachaint ar logainmneacha Bhaille Átha Cliath.
In StH 15 (1975), pp. 128–142.

Also: OIr. ró macín (BB) in Onom. Good. is a scribal error for sól macín (Bk of Lecan) (= ModIr Sóidh Maicín).


6091. Muhr (Kay): Docharóg, Mag Enir and Leth Cam.
In JCHAS 113 (2008), pp. 131–143.
Discuss evidence from the annals for two Aingealla place names.

4453. MacDonald (Aidan): Annat in Scotland: a provisional review.
In ScS 17 (1973), pp. 135–146.
Argues that the element annaid (< OIr. andait) in Scottish place names was in the broadened meaning of ‘site of an old church’. Includes a list of occurrences of Annat.

7611. Ó Murchadhá (Diarmaid): Lagmainn, logmenn.
Also on its use as personal name.

10516. Bennett (Isabel): Marc a’ tSapaire.

In Ainm 7 (1996), pp. 130–143.
Repr. from BUPNS 1/1 (Autumn 1952), pp. 10–15; (Addendum) BUPNS 1/2 (Spring 1953), p. 30; also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 7–11.

3630. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Minor names in Irish mountain area.
Examines the toponymy of the area north of Killary Harbour, in West Co. Mayo.

8912. Breeze (Andrew): The Norse-Irish and Antrobus, Cheshire.
   In NHi 46/1 (Mar., 2009), pp. 141–142.
   < OIr. an treitbas.

5998. Ó Murchadhla (Diarmuid): Insovenach: a consideration.
   In JCHAS 87 (1982), pp. 142–143.
   Inis Eogainín.

2343. Kerr (W. C.): Index of place-names in Bulletin of the Ulster Place-Name Society (Series 1), volumes 1–5.

2279. Mac Mathúna (Liam): The topographical vocabulary of Irish: patterns and implications.

   Repr. from BUPNS 1/2 (Autumn 1952), pp. 28–30; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 11–14].

16117. Ó Coigligh (Ciarán): Ainmneacha pearsanta i logainmneacha Inis Meáin.

   In JRSAI 131 (2001), pp. 145–149.

6470. Ó Muircheartach (Nollaig): The name Chaín Fiachla: an additional note.

5023. Ó Máille (T. S.): Venta, Guenta, Finn, Guen.
   Argues in favour of the possibility of an OIr. finn ‘liquid; river’ cognate with Romano-British Venta, etc.

7646. Ó Cruadháin (Conchubhair): Gardamus: a little Yola and a little haplogy to create the exotic, but its’ really all too Irish!

8444. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Déise Chontae Thiobraid Árann.
   On the place names of the southern part of Co. Tipperary comprised in the Diocese of Waterford and Lismore.
605. Meek (Donald E.): Place-names and Literature: evidence from the Gaelic Ballads.
   In Uses of place-names (1998), pp. 147–168.
   The use of place-names in various Fenian ballads, incl. Beann Ghulbain (Laoidh Dhiarmaid, beg.), Gleann Siodh an gclean so réim thaoibh; Carn Fhraisich, Loch Maigh (Laoidh Fhraisich, beg. Osnadh carad a Cluain Fhraisich), etc.

4397. Waugh (Doreen): The transition from Gaelic to Scots or Scottish English in Caithness place-names.

8428. Quentel (Paul): Gob et le Gobem promontorium.
   In RIO 25 (1973), pp. 147–150.
   Argues gob in Celtic place names can be also invocation to the divine smith.

12307. Lacey (Brian): Tirechán’s Sírdruimm, Adomnán’s Dorsum Tómme.

   Rep. from BUPNS 1/1 (Autumn 1952), pp. 15-20; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 15-17].

2531. Mac Mathúna (Liáin): Continuity and change in early Irish words for ‘plain’: exploring narrative text and place-name divergence.
   In Ériu 54 (2004), pp. 149-170.
   mag, machain, níe, clár, ríed, réide.

7333. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Eilimintí fisicíula in áitaimnneacha Ard Mhíacha.
   In SAM 14/2 (1991), pp. 149–160.
   Studies the distribution of droim, tulaigh, corr, mula(ach), cnoc, carrag, cloch and magh/machaire.

14040. Mac Giolla Espaig (Dónall): Placenames and early settlement in County Donegal.
   Cinéal Eoghain and Inis Eoghain; Cinéal Conaill and Tir Chonaill;
   Cinéal Éanna and Tir Éanna; Cinéal Luighdheach and Tir Luighdheach;
   Cinéal Baighaine and Tir Baighaine; Tir Aímhirrach; Tir Aodha; Dún na nGall/Donegal; Early Christian settlement names [cluain; tulaich]; Secular habitation sites as ecclesiastical sites [néid]; Generic ecclesiastical settlement terms: dombnach; disceart; teach; cill.

   In Ériu 42 (1991), pp. 149–151.
Identities their territory as being the Ards Peninsula (Aird); emends a Forthuathaib arda to a Forthuathaib Arda in poem beg. Dígid rí Éanna acus Ulad (Lebor na Íd: The Book of Rights, ed. by M. Dillon (Dublin, 1962) l. 1376).

17208. Coates (Richard): The name of the state of Maine: an Irish perspective.
   In Names 61/3 (Sep., 2013), pp. 150–158.
   Suggests Maine, in the parish of Cappagh, Co Tyrone, may be the source of the North American province name.

5311. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): Noun + noun compounds in Irish placenames.

16233. Curtin (Gerard): Evidence for Viking settlement in County Limerick?
   An interpretation of place-names and folklore.

2328. Arthurs (J. B.): BUPNS reprints 7: Macha and Armagh.

1325. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): Cenn Êbrat, Sliabh Caíin, Belach Êbrat, Belach Legtha/Lechta.
   Identifications of the following place-names on the Limerick-Cork border:

1212. Mac Mathúna (Liam): Observations on Irish lann ‘(piece of) land; (church) building’ and compounds.

2344. Lúcas (Leaslaoi): A note on Gleann Maghair.

16156. Ó Dubhrthaigh (Bearnair): Iniúchadh ar chóras ainmnithe sráideanna.
   In Sráidainmneacha na hÉireann (1998), pp. 157-204.

8361. Flanagan (Deirdre): Settlement terms in Irish place-names.
   On the use and distribution of the place-name elements dún, rath, fos, cathair, cuiseal.
   In Ainm 10 (2009), pp. 157–234.
   §1. Introduction; §2. Ordnance Survey sources; §3. Ireland; §4. Sources by
   province; §5. Sources by county.

2345. Ó Muraille (Nollaig): Table of contents of the Bulletin of the Ulster
   Place-Name Society (Series 2): 1978–82 (Ed. Deirdre Flanagan).

2329. Mac Cana (Proinsias): BUPNS reprints 8: Caille Connacht.
   Repr. from BUPNS 1/2 (Spring 1953), pp. 46-48; [also repr. as BUPNS 1
   (1955), pp. 31–32].

13037. Ó Muraille (Nollaig): Some early Connacht population-groups.
   Cánraid; Carnaigh; Parraid.


6036. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Squince agus ainmneacha gaolmahra.
   Squince Harbour, Co. Cork; Ir. Scainse.


2346. Ó Ceallaigh (Seamus): BUPNS reprints 11: An Chlosach.
   Repr. from BUPNS 1/3 (Summer, 1953), pp. 49–53; (Addendum), BUPNS
   1/4 (Autumn 1953) 78; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 33-36].

16272. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): Teorainneacha, áthanna agus ionáin.
   Examines placenames containing references to hurling: Áth an Mholic (Aha-will); Drom Croimán (Appletown); Drochhead na gCamáin, Tobair na gCamáin
   (Connaim Bridge, Tobernaogomaun); Áth na gCamáin (Aughnaogomaun);
   Áth na nUairín (Urdingford).

4352. Ó Bacáill (Colm): Of Mar.
   Discusses the Gaelic place-name Marr, in particular the original form of its
   genitive.
2280. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Some aspects of the toponymy of the Commeen district, Gweebarra, Co. Donegal.

13110. Mac Eoin (Gearóid): The original name of the Viking settlement at Limerick.
   Argues that the name Inis Íbden was used for the island at Limerick prior to the arrival of the Scandinavians.

6440. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Tipperary place-names and Irish -ach.

2347. Ó Céallaigh (Séamus): BUPNS reprints 12: Queries and suggestions.
   Repr. from BUPNS 1/3 (Summer, 1953), pp. 54–56; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 36–37].

16243. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Clonoulty agus logainneacha goalmhara: bunús agus forás.
   Shows it derives < Cluain Abhall, rejecting the popular local explanation as Cluain an Ultaigh ‘meadow of the Ulsterman’.

16334. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): An dinnseanchaí Déiseach agus a shaothar.
   On Patrick Power (1862–1951), author of The place-names of Decies (1907).

   Further phonological discussion of the etymology proposed by M. A. O’Brien’s (in Best 2 193 and 195).

1470. Murphy (Kevin): Bassilica seí mar inuedrillaeum: a suggestion.
   Suggests that the Basilica of St. Martin mentioned in BNF Latin 10837 was located in or near Basilick (Co. Roscommon). Cf. D. Ó Crónin, in Peritia 3 (1984), pp. 33, 35.

   Repr. from BUPNS 1/4 (Autumn 1953), p. 83; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), p. 38].
1471. Bradley (John): Killaloe: a pre-Norman borough?
   Traces the early history of Killaloe (Cell Da Lua) and Kincora (Conn Coradh).

   [Continued in p. 166.]
   Repr. from BUPNS 1/4 (Autumn 1953), pp. 84-86; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 38-40].

   Dromorebrague, Lisanbrague, Armaghbrague. [Continued in p. 179.]

   Examines the pattern of survival of the names given by Adomnán principally to Columban churches in Scotland and Ireland.

   Discusses the origins and meanings of place-names in this district of Co. Derry: Desertoghill, Ballynameen, Carbalintober, Crossland, Craigavoe, Caulhanse, Gortacleghan.

2351. Mooney (B.): BUPNS reprints 16: Sound change and the shaping of place-names.
   Repr. from BUPNS 1/4 (Autumn 1953), pp. 73-78; [also repr. as BUPNS 1 (1955), pp. 54-57].

15239. Ó Cearbhalláin (Pádraig): Common elements for heights in the place-names of Co. Leitrim.
   Corr, droim, mullach, sullach, berr, cnoc.

8320. Flanagan (Laurence): An index to minor place-names from the 6th Ordnance Survey: Co. Fermanagh.
   In Ainm 9 (2008), pp. 177-227.

2281. Ó Murchadha (Diarmuid): A reconsideration of some place-names from Miscellaneous Irish annals.
ad S. Ó hINNE, Macellansce Irish annals, 1947 (BILL: 8644).

2352. Ó Ceallaigh (Séamus): BUPNS reprints 17: Territorial nomenclature between the Bann and Foyle.

   In JRSAI 133 (2003), pp. 182-186.

16276. Ó Braonáin (Oilibhéar): Caileán Laighnigh: gnéithe de logainmneacha, dimneachas agus cóitheach sa cheathrú sheandálaíochta an leath-pharáiste agus na dúiche maithead.

7282. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Léiriú bailte Ard Mhacha ar na léarscáileanna, 1575-1864.

15240. Finnegan (Aengus): An logainm Whinning, Co. na hIarmhí, agus ‘inneoin’ mar eileimint i logainmneacha.

10630. Ó Corráin (Donnchadh): Old Norse place names II: Maörbeck, Smixorvæk.
   Smerwick, Murreagh, Co. Kerry.

3249. Nicholls (K. W.): The charter of John, Lord of Ireland, to the Cistercian abbey of Baltinglas.
   Discusses and attempts to identify the Irish place names mentioned in the text of the charter (MS London, National Archives, C.06/180).

2353. Mooney (Bernard J.): BUPNS reprints 18: Ballymacilrany (Co. Antrim) and Ballymac琪reiny (Co. Down).
   Repr. from BUPNS 2/1 (Spring 1954), pp. 8-10.

8360. de hÓir (Éamonn): The Anglicisation of Irish placenames.
   In Onoma 17 (1972-1973), pp. 192-204.
   On the treatment of Irish language place names in the pre-1350 period.

2282. Ó Cearbhallí (Pádraig): Áth na gCarbad.
   Carbine Bridge, Co. Tipperary.
1460. Ó Maolalaigh (Roibeard): Tírdhreach na nGael: logainmneacha agus an t-samhlaíocht.
   Creative processes in the formation of Gaelic place-names. Incl. some discussion of mór, dubh, beag, cauch, bréige, bréaghach, breogach, garbh.


17077. Mallory (J. P.): Emain Macha and Navan Fort.
   Provides an overview of the debate about the origin of the name, its place in medieval historical sources, and its representation in early Irish literature.

   In JKAHS 6 (1973), pp. 197–199.
   Discusses a place name in West Kerry.

   Aghaderg, Lenaderg, Derry.

   Draws attention to a “gué de la fourche” attested in both British and Irish.

6601. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Léiriú phríomhlonnáthaí Lú ar na léarscáileanna, 1573-1864.

2283. Ó Mainmín (Michéal B.): The element island in Ulster place-names.

3620. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Translation in Irish place-names.
   Examines toponyms which appear in alternative versions on the Ordnance Survey maps.


5134. Ó Cearbhaill (Pádraig): Abhalta nó olltaigh srl. i logainmneacha?
   Discusses the place-name Clososity, in Co. Tipperary.


   1. Place-names; 2. Genealogies. Transcribed from NLI G 192.

2300. Muhr (Kay): Northern Ireland Place-Name Project 1999–.


   Dunfanagh, Tullaghbegley, Falcarragh, Coughansnely, etc.

2284. McKay (Pat): Some field-names from the parishes of Drummaul and Duneane, Co. Antrim.

10412. Ó Catháin (Séamas): An t-osnádúr agus an tíreolaíocht i logainmneacha Mhaigh Eo.

10596. Lacey (Brian): The church of Ráith Maige Óenaig and the Donegal Cenél nÉmna.
   Argues the Donegal church of Ráith Maige Óenaig was situated in the vicinity of Rateen rather than at Raymoghy.

5120. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Ainmneacha Béarla na mbailte fearainn i gConae Chill Dara.

2285. Broderick (George): Manx place-name survey preliminary report.

18765. Muhr (Kay): Some aspects of Manx and (northern) Irish monument names.

7229. Tempan (Paul): An eillimint mádáinn i logainmneacha.

14425. Ó Muraille (Nollaig): Settlement and place-names.

2287. Hughes (A. J.): Old Irish Cnogba modern townland Crewbane: conclusive evidence for a sound change in Meath Irish?

11841. MacCotter (Paul): Túath, manor and parish: the kingdom of Fir Maige, the cantred of Fermoy.

Study based on an examination of the topographical tract entitled Crichadh an Chaoill.


On the transformations experienced by Irish place names.


3582. Oftedal (Magne): Truiseil.


Provides further evidence for its identification as Castletown River.

16158. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Aininmeacha na lánaí i mbúsithe na hÉireann.

1486. Ó Cuív (Brian): Modern Irish srúil.
In Éige 14/3 (Samhradh, 1972), pp. 241–244.

Srúil ‘stream, etc.’ < sriobhail < sriobh; sriobh ‘rinse’ < sruith ‘stream’. ScG sruithlaidh (cm.), sruithlach (adj.) ‘rinsing’ and ‘violent motion of the sea’; ScG sruith (adj.) ‘flowing, etc.’, sruithlaidh, sruithlach ‘rivulet’, s(t)sruithlaidh ‘swell of sea’; sruith < sruith; sruith most likely derive from sriobhail but with possible phonetic and semantic contamination between both sets of forms. Shrule in Ir pl. s < srúil < sriobhail or possibly < sruithail < sruith ‘stream’.

3847. Thomas (Charles): Imported Late-Roman Mediterranean pottery in Ireland and western Britain: chronologies and implications.
In PRIA-C 76 (1976), pp. 245–255.

In appendix: 'On the occurrence of the name Bordgal (< Burdigala).

Critiques the traditional Celtic etymologies of these place-names.

Interprets this place name within the context of Patrician literature (particularly Tríp<sup>2</sup> 849–852).

13694. Muhr (Kay): Ulster place-name links between Gaelic, English and Scots, starting with Kill.
On the anglicization of place names containing Ir. Cill.

9789. Ó Corráin (Donnchadh): To Chellóc mac Ófoláí: saint and places.
On the identification of four cult sites associated with Mo Chellóg: Inisvickillane, Ballinvobber, Inis Labraíne (now Inch in the parish of Ballinvobber) and Cell Mo Cheallóg (now Kilmakillogue).

Identifies dat. sg. Deachraidh in poem, Triallom tìmeall na Feóla by Seán Mór Ó Dubhghaíin, as the same element seen in Mag nDe chré (< *Decrae), located adjacent to Donaghpatrick (Co. Meath).

5339. Ó Gallachair (P.): Notes on Dromore parish, County Tyrone.
In Clogher record 9/2 (1977), pp. 261–293.
2. Local place-names.

Ed. of Lat charter (1192–1193) with identifications and commentary on place-names mentioned therein from MS PROL C 146/9841.

12319. Ó Bacail (Colm): Inis Mocu Chéin.
In SGS 12/2 (Autumn, 1976), pp. 267–270.
Is identified with Raasay.

ad Onom. Goot. 388, 580. Argues that na Renna (gen. pl. na Rend, inna Renn) mentioned in the Annals of Inisfallen and the Chronicle of Marianus Scotus is to be identified as the Rhins of Galloway; Dún Reichet (= Dúnaigh) is identified as belonging to this area.

10600. FitzPatrick (Elizabeth): The landscape of Máel Sechnaill’s rigidál at Ráith Áeda, AD 859.
   Suggests the site of the royal meeting was Caoc Baadhla (Knockbo in the parish of Rahugh, Co. Westmeath).

   On the possible connection between W Ynys y Kedeirn/Kedyrn in the story of Emnuen werch Lyr and Lat Insula Fortium in the Navigatio Brendani.

11842. Mac Cotter (Paul): Drong and dál as synonyms for óenach.

9793. Ó Dálaigh (Padraig): Deascán ó Dhuiche Falla: canas roimhnaiged?
   A list of 70 place names in the barony of Duhallow in Co. Cork whose original form and meaning is not clear in their official English version.

16973. Robinson (Philip S.): Germanic place-names in East Ulster.

6591. Mac Aodha (Breandán S.): Rian an Bhéarla ar ainmneachta na mbaile fearainn i gContae Lú.


14113. Muhr (Kay): Territories, people and place-names in Co. Armagh.

9790. Ó hÚrdail (Roibeárd): Mo cheadó: some traces of the name and a particular case in the Béarra peninsula.
   Proposes Loch Machennlais < Loch ’scálaínn < Loch Íabhhe teac.”

1376. Doherty (Charles): The basilica in early Ireland.
   Discusses use of terms Lat. basilica, dominicum and Ir. baisc/baisce, domnach in medieval Ireland.
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3393. Ó Corráin (Donnchadh): Vikings IV: *Seallex* Old Norse?
   vs M. Østdal’s explanation (*in* Viking congress 7, pp. 125-133) as a Norse borrowing.

13025. Ó Cearbháil (Pádraig): Logainmneacha Thaumhnaigh an Lín i gCo. na Gaillimhe.
   Discusses a set of placenames collected 1991 in this Gaeltacht area (Daichte Sheogheighe).

3124. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): The role of toponymy in the Ordnance Survey of Ireland.
   *In ÉtC 29 (1992), pp. 319–325.*


10632. Ó Corráin (Donnchadh): *An Fheothanach*, Feohanagh.
   Feohanagh, Co. Kerry.

3411. FitzPatrick (Elizabeth): The inauguration of Tairdelbach Ó Conchobair at Áth an Termonn.
   Identifies Áth an Termonn with Áth Carpa, in the termonland of Eide a nEirc, at Boyle (Co. Roscommon).

   Compared to OIr. *īriu*, Ériu.

3408. Manning (Conleth): Daire Mór identified.
   Longfordpass (alias Durrihy), Co. Tipperary.

7259. Ó Maolfabhail (Art): An logainm Tóin re Gaoith.

   Identified with Castletown river and the ford at Toberona, respectively.

5367. Ó Muraíle (Nollaig): The barony names of Fermanagh and Monaghan. 


2180. Sims-Williams (Patrick): The Irish geography of Culhwch and Olwen. 
Argues that the Uarbél (‘Cold Gap’) contained in Esgair Oeruel may be identified with Windgates in Co. Wicklow, and that Tir Gairímon is a reference to Loch Garman.


13071. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): The significance and etymology of the placename Temair. 
In Kingship and landscape of Tara (2005), pp. 423–448. 
Reviews the various traditional and modern etymologies of Temair, and suggests a derivation from PIE *tem-r-is ‘cut-off, demarcated area’ (cf. PIE *tem- ‘to cut’). Includes a discussion of the corpus Temair-names attested throughout Ireland.

3359. Ó Murcadhda (Diarmuid): Belach Conglais: one or two? 
Argues that the Munster Belach Conglais found in some sources is a literary fabrication connected with the rise of the Dál Cais.

13072. Ó Muraíle (Nollaig): Temair/Tara and other places of the name. 
A catalogue of attestations of the name Temair (1) in early sources and (2) in currently extant placenames.

Discusses the saints associated with this site, which is identified with Greatisland, Co. Wexford.
15222. Smith (Tom): The death of Conall Cernach at Ballyconnell, County Cavan.
   Examines traditions, textual sources and topography linking the death of Conall with Ballyconnell.

   Proposes a Semitic etymology, viz. +ywrt(m) 'Isle of Copper'.

   Argues it may have been known as Loch Erne in the early medieval period.

16682. Piot (Madeleine): Hibernia, l'île méconnue.

15328. Goding (Paul): Placing names in Táin bó Cúailnge: the gaps 'Bernas Bó Cúailnge' and 'Bernas Bó nUlad'.
   On the case for their identification with Barnavare and Moyry Pass, respectively.

14116. Muhr (Kay): The place-names of County Fermanagh.
   In Fermanagh history and society (2004), pp. 571-599.

6615. Kane (Eamon): A brief study of some placenames in South Kildare.

14085. Mac Giolla Easpaig (Dónall): Early ecclesiastical settlement names of county Galway.
   On the terms domnach, čtuim, eanach, tuaim, teach, discart, cill, both, as elements in placenames.

16515. Ludlow (Francis), Mullen (Joan): Naming the land: mapping the Meath Field Names project.

12784. McKay (Patrick): A dictionary of Ulster place-names. 
   2nd ed. 2007.

   Rev. by 

   Discusses the distribution of 59 Irish and 13 English placename elements.

   Rev. by 

17282. Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánáis: Contae Chill Chainnigh = County Kilkenny / arna ullmhu ag An Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánais. 

17279. Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánáis: Contae Lú = County Louth / arna ullmhu ag An Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánais. 

17280. Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánáis: Contae Luimnigh = County Limerick / arna ullmhu ag An Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánais. 

17284. Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánáis: Contae Mhinineacháin = County Monaghan / arna ullmhu ag An Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánais. 

17281. Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánáis: Contae Phort Láirge = County Waterford / arna ullmhu ag An Brainse Logainmneacha na Suirbhéireachta Ordánais.


Aims at identifying the places given in the coordinate lists of the second book of Ptolemy’s Geography. Chap. 2: Hibernia (II.2); chap. 3: Albión (II.3).


Add. t.-p.: Gasaitéar na hÉireann: ainmneacha iomad diómra agus gnéithe aiceanta.

A list of geographical names in both their Irish (with phonetic transcription) and English forms.

Rev. by


Fascicle 7: D-Drongán. 2018. xxxvii + 148

Rev. by
Pádraig Ó Mac hAinín, in Éigse 35 (2005), pp. 150-161 (fasc. 1).
Nollaig Ó Muraile, in Ainm 10 (2009), pp. 146-151 (fasc. 1-2).
Nollaig Ó Muraile, in Bealoideas 77 (2009), pp. 141-149 (fasc. 3).
Karl Horst Schmidt, in ZCP 56 (2008), pp. 204-205 (fasc. 2).
Gregory Toner, in CMCS 55 (Summer, 2008), pp. 69-70 (fasc. 1-2).

11185. Flanagan (Laurence), Flanagan (Deirdre): Irish place names.

14833. Ó Cearbhalláin (Pádraig) (ed.): Logainmneacha na hÉireann, Inleabhar Í: cluain i logainmneacha Co. Thiobraid Árann.

Rev. by

14758. Ó Maolfabhail (Art) (ed.): Logainmneacha na hÉireann, Inleabhar I: Contae Luimnigh / eagarthóir: Art Ó Maolfabhail.

Rev. by

14832. Ó Cearbhalláin (Pádraig) (ed.): Logainmneacha na hÉireann, Inleabhar II: cill i logainmneacha Co. Thiobraid Árann.

Rev. by
Nollaig Ó Coigligh, in Ainm 10 (2009), pp. 190-191.

17287. McKay (Patrick), Muhr (Kay): Lough Neagh places: their names and origins.

Rev. by
Gerry Oates, in SAM 22/2 (2009), pp. 323-324.
15900. Breathnach (Pádraic): Maigh Cuilinn: a táisc agus a tuairisc / Pádraic Breathnach a chair in eagar.
Indreabhán: Cló Chonamara, 1986. xvii + 398 pp. map (fold.).
   Chap. 2: Dinnseanchas [discusses place names of the parish]; Chap. 3: An Ghaeilge [on the decline of Irish in Moycullen].
Rev. by

16141. Ó Muraíle (Nollaig): Mayo places: their names and origins.
Rev. by

Rev. by
Gerry O’Oates, in SAM 21/1 (2006), pp. 405-406.

19438. O’Donoghue (Bruno): Parish histories and place names of West Cork.
Rev. by

15351. Ó Muraíle (Nollaig) (gen. ed.), Stockman (Gearóid) (gen. ed.): Place-names of Northern Ireland.
Belfast: Institute of Irish Studies, Queen’s University Belfast, 1992-2004.
Rev. by
Ian A. Fraser, in Nomina 17 (1994), pp. 142-143 (vols. 1-2).
Dónall Mac Giolla Easpaig, in Béaloideas 73 (2005), pp. 197-201 (vol. 8).
Robert L. Thomson, in CMCS 39 (Summer, 2000), pp. 93-94 (vols. 4-6).
Hannan (R. J.), Mac Gabhann (Fiaichra), McKay (Patrick), Muhr (Kay), Ó Mainín (Michéal B.), Toner (Gregory), Hughes (A. J.) (ed.)

16147. de Bhaldraithe (Tomás) (pref. auth.), Mac Aodha (Breandán S.) (ed.):
Sráidainmneachta na hÉireann / eagarthóir, Breandán S. Mac Aodha;
broiliach, Tomás DE BHALDRAITHE.
Rev. by

14264. Ó Ciobháin (Breandán) (ed.):
Toponomy Hiberniae / eagarthóir:
Breandán Ó CIÓBHÁIN.
Rev. by

11660. Hough (Carole): Toponymicon and lexicon in North-West Europe: ‘ever changing connection’.

12641. Murray (Kevin), Thornton (Donna): Bibliography of publications on Irish placenames.
Rev. by
Peter Smith, in ZCP 64 (2017), pp. 505-506.